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Reports in the press recently about fake paintings loaned to a country house in Scotland and the London art dealer who paid £1m for a painting 
and proceeded to sell it on for £8m, highlight the importance of consulting recognised industry specialists when buying or considering selling.  
Unfortunately, these examples are only the ones in the press and not the works we see where clients have overpaid or the works are not right and 
we are the bearer of bad news. 

This then reminds me of a very sad story that happened nearly 50 years ago, when I worked on the front counter at Christie’s, King Street. 

A middle-aged man came to the desk with a large canvas of Diana and her hand maidens, wrapped up in brown paper and string. He said it 
was his family’s ‘Rubens’ and he wanted it valued. By pure chance, Christie’s Old Master Department had just taken on Gregory Martin, who for 
the previous 10 years had been curator of Flemish paintings at The National Gallery and was a Rubens expert. He examined the picture and 
pronounced it an old copy worth £1000-£1,500. I went back downstairs with the painting, wondering how best to break the news. He took it very 
badly, the blood draining from his face and slumping backwards into a chair. I bought him a cup of hot sweet tea like you do for trauma victims 
and he told me the story of how the painting came to be his.

His father had died a year ago and as the elder son, he was allowed first choice from the collection. The ‘Rubens’ was undoubtedly the most 
significant thing in the castle, and he had always loved it, so that was what he chose. His younger brother got everything else, which amounted to 
a little over three hundred paintings. I just prayed his brother was the accommodating type.

If only he’d taken a second opinion from a recognised specialist in the field of Old Master paintings prior to making his final choice. Please don’t 
make the same mistake.

In the art world there are many different genres of works and consequently experts who are authorities in their chosen field. Here are a few of our 
specialists who help to showcase the breadth and depth of knowledge we offer to our clients.

Jonathan Horwich began his career in the art world in 1973 with the picture dealer Thomas Agnew. In 1976 he joined the picture department 
of the recently opened Christie’s South Kensington, where he valued and catalogued their many multi- discipline picture sales. He was involved 
in all aspects of ‘CSK’s business including their innovative ‘ Roadshow’ valuation days held at locations across the UK.  Jonathan became a regular 
auctioneer from 1984 onwards and an Associate Director in 1985.

In 1987 Jonathan was recruited to join Christie’s in King Street as Director and head of the Modern British picture department. During this time 
Jonathan continued as an auctioneer and gained a strong reputation for the sale of single owner Modern British Art collections, including those of 
Frederick Forsyth , Peter Meyer and many others and also became recognised as an expert in Modern British Art.   In addition to his role in Modern 
British at Christie’s, Jonathan was appointed head of British and Irish Art in 1998, International Director of the 19th European picture department in 
2003 and Deputy Chairman in 2006.

After 22 years at Christie’s King Street, Jonathan joined Bonhams in late 2009 as Global Director of picture departments, where he continued 
his involvement with Modern British auctions, while at the same time building up Bonhams worldwide picture auctions. This included setting 
up Impressionist and Contemporary sales and departments in London and New York.  In January 2016 Jonathan was recruited to join Phillips in 
London as a Senior Specialist Director with a focus on Modern and Contemporary British Art a position which he held until December 2018.

Jonathan is recognised as an expert in the Modern British field and maintains close links with experts and galleries and also keeps abreast of all 
current market developments, trends and issues. Jonathan has a particular interest in and knowledge of the work of L.S. Lowry. As a result he has 
appeared on ITV’s ‘ Looking at Lowry’ and a Lowry focussed episode of the BBC’s ‘ Fake or Fortune’ .

Jonathan serves as a Council member and Steward for the Artists charity,  the Artists General Benevolent Institute (AGBI) and is a member of 
Chelsea Arts Club.

David Dallas joined Christie’s in 1969, where he was the youngest person in a Technical Department (Old Masters).  He subsequently became 
deputy head of the Picture Department at Phillips Son and Neale and ended his auctioneering career as International Director (Global Head) of 
Old Masters at Bonham’s in January 2015.

In between he worked for more than twenty years with Johnny Van Haeften, specialising in Dutch and Flemish paintings of the 17th Century. He is 
a specialist in British Landscape Paintings 1750-1850.

He was for many years on the Vetting Committee of the Summer and Winter Art and Antiques Fair at Olympia and Chairman of the Picture Vetting 
Committee at Grosvenor House Fair and has also been on the vetting committee of Masterpiece.  He is a trustee of the Reading Foundation for 
Art, a former Chairman of The Friends of Readings Museum and Gallery and an external advisor to the Collections Committee of Eton College.

Call us today to enquire about an appointment on 01883 722736 or email 
enquiries@doerrvaluations.co.uk or visit our website www.doerrvaluations.co.uk
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Ben is an established contemporary art specialist. He began his career working in the Old Master and 20th Century markets before moving into 
the contemporary market.  He has over 20 years’ experience working in the UK and international art markets.

A graduate of Trinity College Dublin and the Courtauld Institute of Art London, Ben has developed specialist level knowledge in Old Masters, 
Impressionist, Modern and Post War & Contemporary art.  In addition to this Ben has extensive project management experience having curated 
and produced over 100 art projects spanning highly complex multi-venue festivals to smaller bespoke events. He has worked with governmental, 
institutional and commercial partners including the National Gallery, V&A, the Serpentine Gallery, the Courtauld Institute, Christie’s, Sotheby’s and 
the Russian Ministry of Culture.
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